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1 Introduction
NASA Grant NAGS-496, Scientific Invest igalions with the Data Base of the HEAO-1 Scan-
ning Modulation Collimator, is a tbllow-oJ_ to our work under Contract NAS8-30453, the
Scanning Modulation Collimator expel'ilnenl provided tor the first High Energy Astronomy
Observatory (HEAO-1). This final reporl enconq)asses the scope of the total project, as our
final report to NAS8-30453 stated would I)(, done. For brevity, most information is provided
via reference to our previous reports and proposals already submitted to MSFC. A summary
of our hardware and data processing is r_'produced here as Appendix A.
The hardware specification for the Scanning Modulatiol_ Collimator (MC) experiment
on HEAO-1 was to measure positions of brigllt (> 10 -11 ergs/cm2s), hard (1 to 15 keV)
x-ray sources to 5-10 arcsec, and to measure their size and structure in three energy bands
down to 10 arcsec resolution. The scientific purpose of this specification was to enable the
identification of these x-rays sources wilh optical and radio objects in order to elucidate the
x-ray emission mechanism a.nd the nat urn' of the candidate astronomical system.
SAO has served as Principal hlvestigator for t liis experiment (under Dr. Herbert Gursky
until June 1978, and Dr. Daniel Schwarlz thereafter). In this role we were responsible
for the concepts and requirements; sup_'rvision of the design, manufacture, and test by our
hardware contractor American Scien ce an d En gi nee rin g ( A S& E ); and for mission operations,
data reduction, scientific analysis, and l_Jl)licalion of scientific results. In all these tasks we
functioned as a single team with our (:o-l_rincil)at Investigator Dr. Hale Bradt, and assisted
by his entire staff at MIT.
The experiment was an omslanding success. Hardware systems functioned perfectly,
although loss of one (out of eight) prol_ortional counter degraded our sensitivity by about
10%. Our aspect solution of 7 arcsec precision, allowed us to achieve statistics-limited
location precision for all but the strongest sources. We vigorously pursued a strategy of
determining the scientific importance of each identification, and of publishing each scientific
result as it came along.
2 Progress of the NAG8-496 Efforts
Efforts for the interval 1 October 1984 through 31 March 1987 are summarized in our progress
reports Nov. 1 through 5. submitted under single cover in March 1987. Progress from 1 April
1987 through end of grant on 30 Septen_l_'r 1990 is summarized chronologically as follows:
November 1987
Another 7-night observing run a.t Kitt P¢'ak on the 36" Schmidt yielded 27 new prism plates
of A-3/NRL unidentified x-ray source areas. An observing run at McGraw-Hill obtained
observations on two nights, giving identifications with 2 I_S CVn stars, a cataclysmic variable,
a candidate BL Lac object and an unclassified H-alpha emitter associated with an Einstein
source under an IPC rib.
Work is underwav on a poster session on clusters of galaxies, for the AAS meeting in
January. Photo work has also been start_,,l for an ,-\AT observing run in February. Archiving
of A-3 finding chart mapscontinues.
A data disk crashhas left somedata lenlporarily inaccessible.A new disk will be built,
and the heads cleaned and aligned on the affected drive. The DG dual-access tape drive still
awaits repair.
December 1987, January and Feh 1988
The Trident T-200 data disk which experienced a head crash last month, was rebuilt and
duplicated data files were loaded from back-_lp tapes. Versatec print-head problems occurred
several times, but were overcome by reseltil_g and adjusting the angle of the print-head.
Photographic fields were reproduced for 22 southern hemisphere A-l/A-3 x-ray sources,
to be worked up as finding charts for a t"el)ruary AAT observing run.
A-3 results were analyzed and n]al)pcd for :\bell clusters for a poster session at the AAS
meeting in January. \Vork conlinues on 1]_• archiving of A-3 unidentified results.
April and May 1988
All Trident and Century disks were cl¢'aned and inspected. One Trident data disk failed
inspection and has subsequently been rq}laced and rebuilt.
A total of thirteen new finding charls were produced from recently analyzed A-3 data
for observing runs. Thirty-four l_ew Schlnidl 2-degree prism plates were obtained during a
nine-night run at CTIO, and were scanllcd during the 2 cloudy nights. Several interesting
emission-line objects were found to be well associaled with the A-1 LOP.
June 1988
A draft paper on the new BL Lac idenliticalion H1720+117, was prepared (by Brissenden)
and reviewed internally. R. Remillard is lLearing completion of the nine "mini-catalogs"
which summarize the emire identification content of the HEAO-1 NRL source catalog.
September 1988
The nine mini-catalogs have been prepared. SUlnmarizing the status of all HEAO-1 identi-
fications in categories as follows: AGN. BI, Lac Objects, Cataclysnfic Variables, Binaries,
Be Stars, Clusters of Galaxies, RS CVn-like stars, Supernova Remnants, and Miscellaneo:ls.
NASA headquarters has deemed that tl,, Pl program will continue for two final years, FY89
and 90. In response to their direction for preserving the ItEAO-1 data we have made a plan
to publish the NRL catalog as a single lable, in right ascension order, giving the identifi-
cation status of every object. (The catalog will contain the 842 entries of the NRL survey,
plus about 40 sources which appear later in the HEAO mission.) This will be follo,,'od by
the 9 tables of mini-catalogs, each of which give supplenmntary information relevant to the
particular class of object (e.g., l'edslfifls for exl ragalactic objects).
October 1988
As a follow up to earlier VLA work, fifly-eight interesting radio sources relating to 12 LASS
x-ray sources were measured and 1)hot(,gral_h('d to search for optical counterparts. Spec-
troscopy will be performed on all hopefuls. Fourloen new finding charts are being constructed
for unidentified A-3/LASS sources visibI(' ill tile" southern sky during a Deceml)er observing
run.
A major head crash during September resulted in the loss of five T-200 Trident disks.
Upon inspection one 40mb disk also had hard errors, and an additional one was found to
have 'too many top platters' and removed t'rom service. Nineteen heads had to be replaced,
and heads were cleaned and aligned on all four drives. Two I/O boards were found to have
blown and were replaced. The drives were brought up on the system, and four of the lost
disks were rebuilt. Intermittent problelns with the low density DG tape drive still persist
causing vacuum loss when loading tapes.
December 1988
Seven unmasked IPC sources with A-3 results were worked up for further optical studies.
Fourteen new A-a/NRL finding charls w(-rc made for a December observing run at CTIO.
Nine figures were prepared for an llS ('\'ll 1)al)er, and a contour map figure was prepared
for an unmasked IPC source.
The CTIO observing run appears lo lmve been highly successful with possibly ten to
fifteen new identifications of southern x-ray sources.
Tape drive problems still persist. Th(' l)ower supply now appears to be unreliable. One
200mb data disk was rebuilt, and most of _lw data files were replaced.
February 1989
Ten newly discovered IPC unmasked source possibilities were mapped with A-3 error boxes,
finding charts were made, and eighl were found Io be interesting enough to warrant further
investigation as IPC/A-3/A-1 x-rav sources. During three recent observing runs 28 new
identifications of x-ray sources have been lllade, including many QSO, several BL La.c, RS
CVn's and CV's. Precise positions of many of the new objects are being measured. Of
particular interest are a quasar with m=13.7, z=0.09 identified with H1033-142, and an
optically shrouded luminous object in the I,,M(" which we previously noted as peculiar and
now identify with the x-ray source H0453-75.
Three scientific papers are in progress which will 1)resent a total of 39 new quasar and
Seyfert ID's. Photogral)hic work for these l)al)ers is also underway.
The two Century disk drives were adjusled and heads realigned after both malfunctioned
simultaneously. Both are 1)a.ck on line now. \Ve await the installation of a "new" (hand-me-
down) dual-density DG lape drive to rel)lace one with a burnt-out power supply.
August 1989
A Cerro Tololo nine-night observing rlln yielded 36 objeclive prism plates and 8 uv-blue
direct plates of A-3 x-ray source fields. "Illcse plales were scanned, and interesting objects
marked for further observationsat the Al@o-Auslralian Telescopein September.
Rebinning of the original A-3 data at 1_ewinteresling locations continues,and is about
5/8 complete. Mapping of the A-3 x-ray diamonds is now done on the MIT SUN system,
and figures are thereby camera-readyfroltt tlte laserprinter.
Three papersof A-3 identifications areunderway.Theseinclude 35emission-lineAGN's,
6 cataclysmicvariablesand 2 BL Lac's.
October 1989
Work progresses on the final LASS/A-3 s,tr\'ev Ingres database, with approximately 75% of
the identified source information complete. Al)l)ropriate query and report forms are being
built for each spectral class to facilitate access by the conmmnity.
Approximately thirty new x-ray sources have l_een identified during two recent observing
runs. Three new publications of previou_ i(h,nlificalions are in progress.
April 1990
Work continues on the final HEAO-1/._1(' I,ASS catalog of identified x-ray sources, both the
hardcopy version for publicalion, att(I tl,(, It,gres data-I)ase version. At present the catalog
contains 660 identificalions.
A recent A-3 observing run yiehled 20 ilmv idelllitications whose exact positions will be
measured. Approximately 300 sources wilh A-3 results remain unidentified. Of these, the
brighter LASS detections arc undergoing .-\-3 LASS attalvsis to confirm the LASS positions.
Fortran 5 .dx file, analysis source programs have been ported to the SUN system, and
are undergoing conversion to SUN Fortran 77. The .dx fles and resulting answer.ct files are
presently being written to WORM disks. A (' program has been written to read the an-
swer.ct's as well as many interesting and i,r_'vio_ts x-ray catalogs, and to output a SMONGO-
readable file.
The DO computer was found to have 1)lown a fuse due to a power glitch. The fuse has
been replaced and no other problems were' t'ouud. A high voltage power supply was replaced
in the Versatec printer. Other DG svsle_ l_ardware co_tlinues t,o function satisfactorily.
August 1990
All .dx file analysis sonrce pl'ogralns have been successfully converted to f77 and ported to
the SUN/UNIX system. The programs will undergo final testing during the next month
to ensure compatibility. The INGRES data base of final A-3 results in on-line and will be
updated one last time. All DG equil)menl is t'unclioltal.
October 1990
The A-3 data reduction and analysis has I,(,(,it conq)leted after 13 highly successful years. We
have shutdown all Data General and associated equiplnent, which are now awaiting return
shipment to NASA. A-3 raw tapes are exp_,cted Io be slored until they can conveniently be
transferred to DAT tapes: 1)intmd data lal)¢'s are currently being WORMed at Penn State;
All A-3 softwarehas been archivedon 9-track tapes; all other obsolete9-track tapes are
ready for shipment to Goddard's TapeRetrieval Center.
The A-1/NRL catalogof final resultsis availablein hard-copyformat, and asan INGRES
databaseon the SUNS. Two more A-3 paperswhich document identification of 37 new
AGN's areabout to be submitted of publication. A-3 data analysisof sourcesfi'om the three
binning catalogs is now filly supported l_v the SIIN/UNIX system. Software necessary for
the rebinning of raw data has been converted to AOS format, assuring that the tapes will
be readable via "AOSLOAD" directly Io tile SUNS.
Subsequently, all equipment and magnetic tapes have been officially returned to NASA.
3 Summary of Scientific Results
Table 3.1 summarizes the A-3 locations of hard x-ray sources identified with optical objects.
The table omits about 200 A-3 locations of x-ray sources which do not yet have firm iden-
tifications. Objects are in nine catagori¢_s as follows: AC=Active Coronal star, usually an
RS CVn type object; AGN=active galactic nuclei, emission line objects; BL=BL Lac type
object; CG=cluster of galaxies; CV=calaclvsmic variable; Misc.=miscellaneous, including
nearby galaxies, and galactic objecls: SN l_=supernova remnant; XRB=classical x-ray bina-
ries, neutron star or black hole accreting from an OB supergiant or low mass companion;
and XRB-Be=x-ray binary accreting fronl a Be star companion.
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Mkn 335 AGN IH0136-681
CTAI SNR IH0137-403
IW Cas AC IH0140+393
IIIZw2 AGN IH0132+607
SA0255646 AC IH0135-346





















Mkn 1152 AGN IH0240+621
2S0115+63 XRB-Be IH0241+364
LSI+65 010 XRB-Be IH0244+001
SMCX-I XRB IH0247-370
A175 CG IH0251+414
Ton $210 AGN IH0256-617
H0117-286 AGN IH0253+058
NGC526A AGN IH0253+138
















































HEAO-I SCANNING MODULATION COLLIMATOR
IDENTIFICATIONS OF HARD X-RAY SOURCES
NRL NAME ID TYPE NRL NAME ID TYPE
IH0310+576 Wool.9113AB AC IH0430-133
IH0311-227 EF Eri CV IH0435-531
IH0311-348 QSO-MONCK AGN IH0433-088
IH0315-445 S0316-444 CG IH0435-274
IH0316+413.AB N1275 CG+AGN IH0437+206
IH0323+342 H0321+340 AGN IH0441-207
IH0334+291 SA0075927 AC IH0445-060
2H0323+022 H0323+022 BL IH0446+450
IH0324-530 S0328-527 CG IH0448-041
IH0340+392" 4C39.12 CG IH0451-747
IH0327+000 SA0111291 AC IH0451-560
IH0331+257 SA0076031 AC IH0455+276
IH0332+317 NRAOI40 AGN IH0456+304
IH0334+098 A0335+098 CG 3H0454+84
IH0342-392 S0334-399 CG IH0455-441
IH0335-357 NGC1399 CG IH0459+248
IH0336-434 SA0216434 AC IH0502-755
IH0337-152 H0336-152 AGN IH0505-386
IH0341-537 S0341-538 CG IH0510+031"
IH0351+194 star AC IH0501+592
IH0347-413 Maza-AGN AGN IH0506-039
IH0355-I16 Q0350-121 AGN IH0509+166
IH0339-822 H0355-826 AGN IH0512-401
IH0350-735 S0353-741 CG IH0515-488
IH0352+308 X Per XRB-Be IH0516+063
IH0358-669 SA0248921 AC IH0525+340
IH0402+573 H0402+574 XRB-Be IH0507-459
IH0409-078" SA0130994 AC IH0515-363
IH0413-I16 PKS0405-123 AGN IH0521-720
IH0409+I02 A478 CG IH0523-I18
IH0413+009 IE0414+009 BL 3H0525+340
IH0414+380 3CIII AGN IH0520+121
IH0414-551 NGC1566 AGN IH0527-328
IH0419+280.A SA0076567 AC IH0531+219
IH0419+280.B Nkd. TTauri AC IH0534-667
IH0422-086 CI0423-086 CG IH0536+263
IH0419-577 H0425-573 AGN IH0538-577
IH0426+051 3C120 AGN IH0538+401
IH0427+177" SA0094002 Misc. 3H0535-668











































HEAO-I SCANNING MODULATION COLLIMATOR
IDENTIFICATIONS OF HARD X-RAY SOURCES




























































SS Aur CV IH0758+762
LBI800 CV IH0806-545








e Gem AC IH0823+561
Mrk 6 AGN IH0827+089
EX00706+592 BL IH0828-706
H0707-495 AGN IH0827+089



















































HEAO-I SCANNING MODULATION COLLIMATOR
IDENTIFICATIONS OF HARD X-RAY SOURCES
NRL NAME ID TYPE NRL NAME ID TYPE
IH0906-095 A754 CG IHII00-230 HII01-232 BL
IH0912+407.A IRS0910+411 AGN IHII04+382 Mkn 421 BL
IH0917-121 3C218 CG IHII09+181 IEII14+183 CG
IH0912+407.B NGC2844 AGN IHII21+309.B XI_UMa AC
IH0918-548 X0918-549 XRB IEII14+182 DP_Leo CV
IH0919-312 H0922-374 XRB IHII18-602 CenX-3 XRB
IH0920-629 X0921-630 XRB IHII18-431 HII18-429 AGN
IH0929+122 Mrk 705 AGN XLI18-616 Wra 793 XRB-Be
IH0921+449 H0925+449 AGN IHI120+423 PGI121+422 AGN
IH0927+501 H0928+500 CV IHI121-591 MSHII-54 SNR
IH0932+I07 Sy-Huchra AGN IHII21+309.A AW_UMa AC
IH0946-144 NGC2992 AGN IHI130+043 T Leo CV
IH0946-309 A0945-30 AGN IHI137+699 Mkn 180 BL
IH0950+696.A M82 CG IHI135-372 NGC3783 AGN
IH0950+696.B NGC3031 AGN IHI135-125 HI137-127 AGN
IH0945+252 HD86590 AC IHI137-649 HDI01379 AC
IH0951+057 RR Sex AC IHI142-178 HI143-182 AGN
3H0953+415 PG0953+415 AGN IHI142+199 A1367 CG
IHI003+428 HI002+427 AGN IHII48-499.A SA0222993 AC
IHI013+498 BLI011+496 BL 2AI150+72 YY Dra CV
IHI006-472 KO Vel CV IHII44-617.A XI145-616 XRB
IHI012-098.A A970 CG IHII44-617.B V801 Cen Be
IHI012-098.B PKSI020-103 AGN IHII48-499.B SA0223029 AC
IHI017+202 NGC3227 AGN IHI152+237 BLI147+245 BL
IH1023+513 A1004 CG IHI139+594 star AC
IHI017+226 HI025+220 CV IHI148-499.C HDI03197 AC
IHI027-351 S0636 CG IHI150+738 HI154+734 AGN
IHI032-142 HI029-140 AGN IHI154+294 4C29.45 AGN
AI028-56 SA0238130 XRB-Be IH1205+440 NGC4051 AGN
IH1033-273 AI060 CG IH1208-518 PKS1208-518 SNR
IHI039-073 H1039-074 AGN IH1210+393 NGC4151 AGN
IHI041+395 AI068 CG IHI213+718.A SA0007533 AC
IHI043-641 Theta Car. Misc. IHI219+301.B Mkn 766 AGN
IHI045-597 Eta Car Misc. IH1211+762" Mkn 205 AGN
IHI046+547 IE1048+542 CV IHI213+718.B H1218+713 AGN
IHI055+299.A All20 CG IH1215-549 SA0239838 AC
IHI055+299.B Arp.107A AGN IHI219+301.A 2A1215+303 BL
IHI051+607 SA0015338 AC IH1221-623 GX301-2 XRB
IHI059+566 AI132 CG IH1225-303 SA0203539 AC
IHI054-665 QU_Car CV IH1226+022 3C273 AGN
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Mrk 236 AGN IH1358+146
GX304-1 XRB-Be IH1404-450
A1656ComaCl CG IH1409-267
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HEAO-I SCANNING MODULATION COLLIMATOR
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Mkn 506 AGN IH1828-I05
Kepler_SNR SNR IH1840+729
IZw187 BL IH1828-593
Terzan 2 XRB IH1832-652
GX354-0 XRB IH1835+326
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$5 2007+77 BL IH2207+268
$2008-569 CG IH2207+829





AT Mic AC IH2236-372.A
SA0009828 AC IH2236-372.B
Mkn 509 AGN IH2236+497
.A Mrk 896 AGN IH2226-269
SA0258871 AC IH2238-123
.B A3.QSO AGN IH2229-542
















.B $2154-606 CG IH2307-222.B
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4 Guest Collaborator Program
Long before the HEAO-1 launch we realized that the primary scientific return of the MC
experiment would not be the plots of allowed x-ray source locations in celestial coordinates,
but rather would be the publication of _'ach astronomical identification, with appropriate
discussion of the physical characteristics of the system. It was obvious this must involve
extensive participation by many a stronon_ers outside of our MC x-ray experiment team.
Well planned, deliberate studies were n¢'<'cl_'d to mal<e significant progress.
We perceived some major differences fronl the traditional Guest Investigator programs
being set up for both the HEAO-1 and H EAO-2 missions. Accessing and analyzing raw x-ray
data is not generally a task in which an optical astronomer is skilled or interested. HEAO-1
was originally defined as a six month, sol¢'lv PI mission, and the MC data system, designed in
the 1974 to 1976 time frame, was inten&'d for operation only by computer specialists guided
by the MC experiment scientific team. The baseline HEAO-1 mission was a six month
all-sky scan without pointing, so that 4 to 8 full days of the reM-time telemetry stream
must be processed for each source position. Tl_e key fact is that essentially all astronomers
are interested in particular types of obiecls, whereas a priori the identification type of an
arbitrary, weak x-ray source cannot be allt icipated.
Therefore we initiated an active Gu(_sl ('ollaborator Program. (Einstein used a similar
collaborative program for their ident.ifical ions of deep and medium survey sources, of. Giac-
coni et al. 1979). In this program we fr¢'elv collaborated with an3' astronomer in the world
on specific x-ray identifications a.ccordillg to 1heir interests. Typically, they provided de-
tailed or repeated spectra, polarization, l)hol, ometry, and astronomical interpretation, after
our indication of the identification type. Their data might be in any electromagnetic band:
optical, ultraviolet, infl'ared, radio, or x-ra\.
Table 4.1 provides details on the collal,orations which resulted in publications. People
fl'om CfA and MIT are only listed during periods of time when they were not actually em-
ployed on the MC project. Several of these people have worked on more than one publication,
and each publication has many co-autho,'s. \Ve have additional publication with 10 other
members of the HEAO-1 A-l, A-2, and :\-1 t eanls.
We effectively organized and carried out a substantial guest observer program, at no
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Observatory
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Massachusetts ll,stitute of Technology McGraw-Hill
C. Price Irniversity of .Xlichigan McDonald
Observatory
G.A. Williams University of hlichigan McGraw-Hill
R.L. Brown N.R.A.O. VLA
M. Ulmer Northweslern l'niversitv Kitt Peak, VLA
R. Cruddace Naval Reseavcll I,al) Kitt Peak
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APPENDIX A
We summarize here a review of the scanning modulation collimator hard-
ware and data processing. This appendix is reproduced from sections 1.2
and 1.3 of our proposal Pl192-6-82 of June 1982, to NASA, to "Preserve
the Scientific Data Base of the HEAO-1 Scanning Modulation Collimator
(MC) Experiment."
A-I Description of the Experiment Hardware
The MC instrument contained two modulation collimator banks,
each a stack of four planes of wire grids. Each grid was a set
of regularly spaced wires, with the spaces nominally equal to the
wire diameters. In a four-grid collimator (cf. Bradt et
al. 1968), the acceptance of the outer grid pair has a repeating
triangular pattern. Each of the two inner grids shadows every
other remaining triangle (i.e., reduces their response to zero)
so that the overall acceptance pattern, as a function of the
azimuth angle in a plane perpendicular to the wires, is a set of
triangles of half-width 6 and spaced 8 apart. On-orbit
35 J
The instrument also contained two
cameras, rigidly mounted to the same
modulation collimators. Along with rate
image dissector star
optical bench as the
integrating gyro data
from the spacecraft, we used our star camera data and the
Smithsonian Observatory catalogue of star positions to calculate
the instantaneous field of view on the celestial sphere.
The experiment functioned flawlessly on-orbit, except for
the failure of one of the four proportional counters in MC2 after
about 3 weeks. This degraded the MC2 area to 300 cm 2 for most of
the mission. Throughout the mission, no changes in our aspect or
alignment parameters occurred.
There is a systematic aspect displacement with elevation
that has been calibrated to be about 4 arcsec per degree in
elevation from the scan plane. This correction is applied by the
software which sums data from different scans.
Published descriptions of the experiment hardware appear
Roy et al. (1977),
al. (1978).
in
Gursky et al. (1978), and Schwartz et
A-2 Data Reduction and Analysis
Figure 2 shows a schematic block diagram of our data
reduction programs. Although we processed quick look data to
monitor the experiment and obtain some science results, the same
data was reduced sequentially when received as a production data
tape; therefore, only production data is relevant to this
proposal. The key "scientific" steps are the calculation of the
36
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full width at zero response.
400 cmZper collimator.
The grid wires of MCl
6 = 28.86 arcsec Lor the "30
1
arcsec"
= 115.61 arcsec for the "2 arcmin"
In addition to the grids each has an egg-crate
limits the overall field of view to 726 x 7_6,
The net open area on-axis was about
and MC2 are respectively tilted
-10_265 and +9_821 with respect to the spacecraft scan circle.
The egg-crate collimator is aligned parallel and perpendicular to
the scan. Figure 1 shows the collimators' responses to Sco X-I.
One second of time represents 022 in scan angle. The figure
illustrates the 30" and 2' FWHM response, the 4' and 16' spacing
between triangles, and the coarse collimator envelope.
Four sealed proportional counters,
collimator, sort X-ray events into
height boundaries equivalent to 0.9-2.6,
behind each modulation
three channels with pulse
2.6-5.4, and 5.4-13.3
keY. The overall spectral response is defined by the 2.5 micron
thick mylar thermal shield and 43 micron thick Be window to be
above about 1.5 keV (10% quantum efficiency), and by the filling
gas of 855 mm argon and 70 mm CO to be below about 16 keV. The
2
total counts from MCI and MC2 in 0.040 and 0.160 second
intervals, respectively, are telemetered. At the nominal scan
rate, these correspond to angles of 5 and 20 arcsec, in MCI and
MC2 respectively. Pulse shape discrimination (PSD) is used to
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"fine aspect" solution, and the binning of the X-ray data. The
aspect solution is merely an intermediary used to bin the X-ray
data. We will document it further with our data submission, but
need not discuss it here. However, understanding the X-ray
binning procedure is prerequisite to understanding what
scientific data base is practical and meaningful for delivery to
the NSSDC.
We will discuss the 30 arcsec collimator (MCI)
MC2, multiply all sample times and angles by 4.






milliseconds. This corresponds to about 5 arcsec perpendicular
to the modulation collimators at the nominal spacecraft scan rate
of 0.2 deg/sec; i.e., (0.040 seconds) x (0.2 deg/second)x
sin i0 ° = 0.0014 degrees = 5 arcsec. If we had tried to bin
all the X-ray data we would have required (3600 arcsec/degree) x
(360 degrees/circle) x (2 circles/day) x (182 days/sky
scan)/(5 arcsec/bin) = 9.4 x 107 bins on the sky, times (3 energy
channels + 1 exposure time array) = 3.8 x 10 _ total bins. (Add
25% to account for MC2.) In terms of 1974 technology, and our
available computer hardware and programming resources, this was a
preposterous number. However, since our investigation proposed
only to locate (and not to discover) cosmic X-ray sources; i.e.,
sources known to exist, it was obvious that we need only bin our
X-ray data in the relatively small sky regions around each X-ray
source in some catalogue.
As a complication, the successive 30 minute spacecraft
4O
rotations did not precisely reproduce a single scan circle. To
handle this rigorously within the general motions allowed by the
spacecraft specification would have required a two-dimensional
binning approach. Instead, our binning preserves each rotation
individually, along with parameters, the "jitter angles", which
allow superposition in later analysis. We thus bin in one
dimension only, each bin representing 1/60 of the periodicity of
the modulation collimator response. The approximations inherent
in this scheme cause the X-ray signal to begin to wash out when
the true source position is more than ±i ° from the trial binning
position. Therefore we often insert multiple trial binning
positions for one X-ray source, if its previous location is not
established to better than a 1 ° radius in any direction.
Another complication is that most X-ray sources are quite
variable in time, at least potentially. Therefore we could not
use a predetermined, fixed catalogue for our binning. At launch
we did have a master X-ray source catalogue (MCAT) containing all
published X-ray sources, plus private and pre-print data from
experiments at MIT (0S0-7 and SAS-3), SAO (the fourth Uhuru
catalogue), and the University of Leicester (the Ariel V Sky
Survey Instrument, or 2A, catalogue). During our first reduction
effort we added sources which we noted in the A-I raw data, which
was generously provided to us by Dr. H. Friedman of NRL in order
to reduce our multiple source positions. Subsequent to the end
of the mission, in February 1979, we created a new binning
catalogue (BCAT), utilizing all the A-I data which we had, plus
41
published and some private A-2 results on new sources, and a
pre-publication version of the final Ariel V catalogue (3A). One
major limitation of our use of A-I data was that we could not
superpose it perpendicular to the scan circle. We therefore had
lines of position up to 8° in length, along which we defined
multiple binning positions. BCAT contained about 1200 positions,
representing an estimated 600 distinct sources, with an estimated
number of 400 above the A-3 sensitivity threshold of roughly 1
Uhuru flux unit. (IUFU = 1.7 x i0 -_I ergs cm-2s -I, 2-6 keV;
1.6 _Jy at 3.6 keV.)
As a simplification and for further compression, we "fold"
the data modulo the 4 or 16 arcmin periodicity of each
collimator. In Figure 1 all the triangles would be added
together to form a single triangle, plus flat background, for
each collimator. Figure 3 illustrates the data after folding.
The structure is 60 angular bins of size 4 arcsec and
16 arcsec for MCI and MC2, respectively, representing the mean
phase of the modulation collimator relative to the binning
position during the data integration time. The raw counts in
each of the three energy channels, and the integer number of
readouts (in units of the
160 msec for MCl and MC2,
accordingly.
During the spacecraft
integration times of 40 msec and
respectively) are incremented
"pointed" mode one target remains
within the field of view for an extended period of time (except
for earth occultations). For HEAO-I the pointings have a very
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FIGURE 3
coarse deadband of ±1/2 ° , and the rates within that deadband are
not controlled. The jitter of the spacecraft in response to
magnetic, gravity gradient, and aerodynamic torques causes an
X-ray source to be swept through the full modulation cycle of the
collimators. The data reduction proceeds largely as in the case
of scanning with two principal exceptions. First, the records
during which data is folded are set at exactly 64 seconds (200
minor frames) instead of being one spacecraft rotation. Second,
the PSD data is sorted into a parallel binning structure and
those files are saved to be used in the data analysis.
The time resolution of the binned, scanning data is the 30
minute rotation period. We have lost time resolution in the 2 to
20 second range by folding modulo the collimator periodicities.
For both pointing and scanning data
information on variability in the 40 to,
range, because these
successive angular bins.
Figure 4 shows a
analysis computer
detail in Part II.
may wish to use
are the time
we still preserve some
say, 640 millisecond
intervals between the
schematic block diagram of our data
programs. Data analysis is discussed in more
We include it here to guide scientists who
our reduced data base, and because we propose
that it is the analyzed data, to the extent available, which most
economically contains the meaningful and useful flight data.
The key feature of data analysis is that each modulation
collimator gives a regularly spaced set of lines, with 86 (4 or


































20 ° angles, forming a regular grid of "diamonds" which contain
the true X-ray source position, to better than 90% confidence.
To the eye, this grid appears almost rectangular with spacing of
15 by 11 arcmin. We can almost always use either the A-1 data
provided to us, or the forthcoming A-1 catalogue (made available
to us in October 1981) as well as any other previous error
locations, to reduce the possible locations to one or two rows of
diamonds.
A key feature of data analysis is the fact that non-X-ray
background sampling is interspersed with the X-ray source signal,
as shown in Figure 1. Effectively, each collimator is a narrow
band receiver, where the frequency is known a__priori and it is
our measurement of the phase which relates the set of lines to
the celestial sphere. This makes the modulation collimator an
extremely "clean" instrument. In the case of pointed data, we
use the binned PSD data to "flatten" apparent angular structure
in our X-ray data which in reality arises from temporal
variations in the non-X-ray background (cf. Dower et al. 1980).
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